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Abstract
In this paper, a posteriori error estimates for the generalized overlapping domain
decomposition method with Dirichlet boundary conditions on the interfaces, for
parabolic variational equation with second order boundary value problems, are
derived using the semi-implicit-time scheme combined with a ﬁnite element spatial
approximation. Furthermore a result of asymptotic behavior in uniform norm is given
using Benssoussan-Lions’ algorithm.
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1 Introduction
The Schwarz alternatingmethod can be used to solve elliptic boundary value problems on
domains which consist of two or more overlapping subdomains. It has been invented by
Herman Amandus Schwarz in . This method has been used to solve the stationary or
evolutionary boundary value problems on domains which consist of two or more overlap-
ping subdomains (see [–]). The solution of these qualitative problem is approximated
by an inﬁnite sequence of functions which results from solving a sequence of stationary or
evolutionary boundary value problems in each of the subdomains. An extensive analysis of
Schwarz alternating method for nonlinear elliptic boundary value problems can be found
in [–] and the references therein. Also the eﬀectiveness of Schwarz methods for these
problems, especially those in ﬂuidmechanics, has been demonstrated inmany papers. See
proceedings of the annual domain decomposition conference beginning with []. More-
over, the a priori estimate of the error for stationary problem is given in several papers;
see for instance [] in which a variational formulation of the classical Schwarz method is
derived. In [] geometry related convergence results are obtained. In [] the accelerated
version of the GODDM has been treated. In addition, in [] the convergence for simple
rectangular or circular geometries has been studied. However, one did not give a crite-
rion to stop the iterative process. All these results can also be found in the recent books
on domain decomposition methods [, ]. Recently in [, ], an improved version of
the Schwarz method for highly heterogeneous media has been presented. This method
uses new optimized interface conditions specially designed to take into account the het-
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erogeneity between the subdomains on the interfaces. A recent overview of the current
state of the art on domain decomposition methods can be found in two special issues of
the computer methods in applied mechanics and engineering journal [, , ].
In general, the a priori estimate for stationary problems is not suitable for assessing the
quality of the approximate solution on subdomains, since it depends mainly on the ex-
act solution itself, which is unknown. The alternative approach is to use the approximate
solution itself in order to ﬁnd such an estimate. This approach, known as a posteriori esti-
mate, became very popular in the s with ﬁnite element methods; see themonographs
[, ], and the references therein. In [] an a posteriori estimate for a nonoverlapping do-
main decomposition algorithm has been given and an a posteriori error analysis for the
elliptic case has also been used by [] to determine an optimal value of the penalty pa-
rameter for penalty domain decomposition methods to construct fast solvers.
Quite a few works on maximum norm error analysis of overlapping nonmatching grids
methods for elliptic problems are known in the literature (cf., e.g., [–]). To prove the
main result of this paper, we proceed as in []. More precisely, we develop an approach
which combines a geometrical convergence result due to [, , ] and a lemma which
consists of estimating the error in the maximum norm between the continuous and dis-
crete Schwarz iterates. The optimal convergence order is then derived using the standard
ﬁnite element and an L∞-error estimate for linear elliptic equations [].
In recent research, in [] the authors proved the error analysis in the maximum norm
for a class of nonlinear elliptic problems in the context of overlapping nonmatching grids
and they established the optimal L∞-error estimate between the discrete Schwarz se-
quence and the exact solution of the PDE, and in [] the authors derived a posteriori
error estimates for the generalized overlapping domain decomposition method GODDM
with Robin boundary conditions on the interfaces for second order boundary value prob-
lems; they have shown that the error estimate in the continuous case depends on the dif-
ferences of the traces of the subdomain solutions on the interfaces after a discretization
of the domain by ﬁnite elements method. Also they used the techniques of the residual
a posteriori error analysis to get an a posteriori error estimate for the discrete solutions on
subdomains.
In this workwe apply the derived a posteriori error estimates for the generalized overlap-
ping domain decomposition method (GODDM) to the following evolutionary equation:





∂t –u + αu = f in ,
u =  in  × [,T],
u(·, ) = u in ,
(.)
where  is a set in R ×R deﬁned as  =  × [,T] with T < +∞, where  is a smooth
bounded domain of R with boundary .
The function α ∈ L∞() is assumed to be non-negative; it veriﬁes
α ≤ β , β > . (.)
f is a regular function that satisﬁes
f ∈ L(,T ,L()) ∩C(,T ,H–()).
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The symbol (·, ·)stands for the inner product in L().
The outline of the paper is as follows: In Section , we introduce some necessary no-
tations, then we give a variational formulation of our model. In Section , an a posteri-
ori error estimate is proposed for the convergence of the discretized solution using the
semi-implicit-time scheme combined with a ﬁnite element method on subdomains. In
Section , we associate with the discrete introduced problem a ﬁxed pointmapping, which
we use in proving the existence of a unique discrete solution. Then in Section , anH()-
asymptotic behavior estimate for each subdomain is derived.
2 The continuous problem
Using theGreen formula, the problem (.) can be transformed into the following continu-
ous parabolic variational equation: ﬁnd the u ∈ L(,T ,H())∩C(,T ,H–()) solution
to
{
(ut , v) + a(u, v) = (f , v), v ∈H(),









The symbol (·, ·)stands for the inner product in L().
2.1 The semi-discrete parabolic variational equation
We discretize the problem (.) with respect to time by using the semi-implicit scheme.
Therefore, we search a sequence of elementsuk ∈H() which approachesui(tk), tk = kt,
with initial data ui, = ui.
Thus, we have, for k = , . . . ,n,
{
( uk–uk–
t , v) + a(uk , v) = (f k , v) in ,





t , v) + a(uk , v) = (f k +
uk–
t , v),
u(x) = u in , u =  on ∂.
(.)
Then the problem (.) can be reformulated into the following coercive system of elliptic
variational equations:
{
b(uk , v) = (f k + λuk–, v) = (F(uk–), v),










n , k = , . . . ,n.
(.)
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2.2 The space-continuous for generalized overlapping domain decomposition
Let  be a bounded domain in R with a piecewise C, boundary ∂.
We split the domain  into two overlapping subdomains  and  such that
 ∩  =, ∂i ∩ j = i, i = j and i, j = , .
We need the spaces
Vi =H()∩H(i) =
{






(i) = {v|i v ∈ Vi and v =  on ∂i\i}, (.)
which is a subspace of
H  (i) =
{
ψ ∈ L(i) :ψ = ϕi for some ϕ ∈ Vi, i = , 
}
,
equipped with the norm
‖ϕ‖Wi = infv∈Vi ,v=ϕ on i ‖v‖,. (.)
We deﬁne the continuous counterparts of the continuous Schwarz sequences deﬁned in




b(uk,m+ , v) = (F(uk–,m+ ), v) ,






+ αuk,m on ,
(.)




b(uk,m+ , v) = (F(uk–,m+ ), v) , m = , , , . . . ,






+ αuk,m on ,
(.)
where ηi is the exterior normal to i and αi is a real parameter, i = , .
Theorem  (cf. []) The sequences (uk,m+); (uk,m+); n≥ , produced by the Schwarz alter-
nating method converge geometrically to the solution u of the problem (.).More precisely,













where u∞, the asymptotic continuous solution and γi = ∂i ∩ j, i = j, i = , .
Proof The Schwarz alternating method converges geometrically to the solution u for the
elliptic problem as has been proved in [, ]. Then it was updated and adapted for a new
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bilinear parabolic form in []. This theorem remains true for the problem introduced in
this paper, because the introduced problem (.) can be reformulated to the system of
elliptic variational equation (.). 
Also, in [] the authors proved the error estimate for the elliptic variational inequalities






L∞(¯) ≤ Ch| logh|, (.)
where C is a constant independent of both h and n.
Remark  For our introduced problem (our particular equation), it is noted that the
H()-norm remained true for (.), and its proof is very similar to that in [].
In the next section, our main interest is to obtain the a posteriori error estimate we
need for stopping the iterative process as soon as the required global precision is reached.
Namely, by applying the Green formula in the Laplacian deﬁned in (.) with the new
boundary conditions of the generalized Schwarz alternating method deﬁned in (.) ap-





















































































+ αuk,m , v
)

, ∀v ∈ V, (.)























+ αuk,m , v
)

, ∀v ∈ V. (.)
3 A posteriori error estimate in the continuous case
Since it is numerically easier to compare the subdomain solutions on the interfaces  and
 rather than on the overlap , we need to introduce two auxiliary problems deﬁned
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on nonoverlapping subdomains of . This idea allows us to obtain the a posteriori error
estimate by following the steps of Otto and Lube []. We get these auxiliary problems by
coupling each one of the problems (.) and (.) with another problem in a nonoverlap-
ping way over . These auxiliary problems are needed for the analysis and not for the
computation, to get the estimate.
To deﬁne these auxiliary problemswe need to split the domain into two sets of disjoint
subdomains: (,) and (,) such that
 = ∪ , with  ∩  =∅,  = ∪ , with  ∩  =∅.
Let (uk,m ,un+,m ) be the solution of problems (.) and (.); we deﬁne the couple









 = f k in ,k = , . . . ,n,















 = f k in ,






+ αuk,m on .
(.)
One can take n+,m = un+,m – un+,m on , the diﬀerence between the overlapping and
the nonoverlapping solutions un+,m and un+,m in problems (.), (.), and (.) and (.)
in . Both the overlapping and the nonoverlapping problems converge, see [], that is,

































and using the Green formula, (.) and (.) can be reformulated to the following system


























, ∀v ∈ V, (.)


























, ∀v ∈ V. (.)




































+ αuk,m + θ k,m . (.)















– αuk,m + αuk,m+ + θ k,m+
= (α + α)uk,m+ –k,m + θ k,m+ (.)










– αuk,m + αuk,m+ + αuk,m+
= (α + α)uk,m+ –k,m + θ k,m+ . (.)
From this result we can write the following algorithm, which is equivalent to the aux-
iliary nonoverlapping problem (.), (.). We need this algorithm and two lemmas for
obtaining an a posteriori error estimate for this problem.
3.1 Algorithm
The sequences (uk,m ,uk,m )m∈N, solutions of (.), (.), satisfy the following domain de-
composition algorithm:
Step : k = .
Step : Let k,i ∈W ∗ be an initial value, i = ,  (W ∗ is the dual ofW).
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, ∀ϕ ∈Wi, i = j.
Step : Set m =m +  and go to Step .
Step : Set k = k +  and go to Step .
Lemma  Let uki = uki , e
k,m+
i = uk,m+i – uki , and ηk,m+i = k,m+i – ki . Then for i, j = , ,












































, ∀ϕ ∈W. (.)



















































, ∀vi ∈ Vi.
Since b(·, ·) is a coercive bilinear form,
bi
(











j –ki , vi
)
i


















, ∀vi ∈ Vi.
. We have limm→+∞ n+,m = limm→+∞ θn+,m = . Then
ki = (α + α)uki –kj .




i = k,m+i –n+i
= (α + α)uk,m+i –k,mj + θ k,m+j – (α + α)uki +kj










+ θ k,m+j . 
Lemma  By letting C be a generic constant which has diﬀerent values at diﬀerent places,






















Proof Using Lemma  and the fact that the inverse of the trace mapping Tr–i :W → Vi is



























































For the second estimate, we have
(





αiwi + θ k,m+ , ek,m+i
)
i























































Proposition  For the sequences (uk,m ,uk,m )m∈N, solutions of (.), (.), we have the fol-
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In a similar way, we deﬁne another nonoverlapping auxiliary problem over (,), and
we get the same result.

















Proof The proof is very similar to the proof of Proposition . 
Theorem  Let uki = uki . For the sequences (u
k,m
 ,uk,m )m∈N, solutions of problems (.),
































Proof We use two nonoverlapping auxiliary problems over (,) and over (,),

















































































4 A posteriori error estimate in the discrete case
In this section, we consider the discretization of the variational problems (.), (.). Let
τh be a triangulation of compatible with the discretization and Vh ⊂H be the subspace
of continuous functions which vanish over ∂; we have
{Vi,h = Vh,i ,Wi,h =Whi , i = , }, (.)
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where Whi is a subspace of H


(i) which consists of continuous piecewise polynomial
functions on i which vanish at the end points of i.
4.1 The space discretization
Let  be decomposed into triangles and τh denote the set of all those elements, h > ,
the mesh size. We assume that the family τh is regular and quasi-uniform. We consider
the usual basis of aﬃne functions ϕi, i = {, . . . ,m(h)} deﬁned by ϕi(Mj) = δij whereMj is a
vertex of the considered triangulation.
We discretize in space, i.e., we approach the space H by a space discretization of ﬁnite
dimensional Vh ⊂H. In a second step, we discretize the problemwith respect to time us-
ing the θ -scheme. Therefore, we search a sequence of elements unh ∈ Vh which approaches
un(tn), tn = nt, with initial data uh = uh. Now we apply the θ -scheme in the following to
the semi-discrete approximation for vh ∈ Vh.
Let um+h ∈ Vh be the solution of discrete problem associated with (.), um+i,h = um+hi .
We construct the sequences (un+,m+i,h )m∈N, u
n+,m+
i,h ∈ Vi,h (i = , ), solutions of the dis-
crete problems associated with (.), (.).
In similar manner to the previous section, we introduce two auxiliary problems. We




b(uk,m+,h , v) + (α,hu
k,m+
,h , v) = (F(u
k–,m+
,h ), v) ,












b(uk,m+,h , v) + (α,hu
k,m+
,h , v) = (F(u
k–,m+
,h ), v) ,












b(uk,m+,h , v) + (α,hu
k,m+
,h , v) = (F(u
k–,m+
,h ), v) ,











b(uk,m+,h , v) + (α,hu
k,m+
,h , v) = (F(uk–,h ), v) ,






+ αun+,m,h on .
(.)
We can obtain the discrete counterparts of Propositions  and  by doing almost the
same analysis as in the section above (i.e., passing from continuous spaces to discrete sub-



































































5 Asymptotic behavior for the problem
5.1 A ﬁxed point mapping associated with discrete problem
We deﬁne for i = , , ,  the following mapping:
Th : Vi,h →H(i),










bi(ξ k,m+i,h , vi) + (αi,hξ
k,m+
i,h , vi,h)i = (F(wi), vi,h)i ,
ξ
k,m+










+ αiξ k,mj,h on i, i = , . . . , , j = , .
(.)
5.2 An iterative discrete algorithm









, vh ∈ Vh, (.)
where gi, is a regular function.
Now we give the following discrete algorithm:
uk,m+i,h = Thu
k–,m+
i,h , k = , . . . ,n, i = , . . . , ,
where uki,h is the solution of the problem (.).
Proposition  Let ξ i,kh be a solution of the problem (.)with the right-hand side Fi(wi) and




+ αiξ k,m+i,h , ξ˜
i,k





+ αiξ˜ k,m+i,h . The
mapping Th is a contraction in Vi,h with the rate of contraction λβ+λ . Therefore, Th admits
a unique ﬁxed point which coincides with the solution of the problem (.).
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b(ξ k,m+i,h + φ, (vi,h + φ)) = (F(wi) + αiφ, (vi,h + φ)),
ξ
k,m+










+ αiξ k,mj,h on i, i = , . . . , , j = , .
From assumption (.), we have













≤ F(w˜i) + αφ.





i,h ≤ ξ˜ k,m+i,h + φ.
But the roles of wi and w˜i are symmetrical, thus we have a similar proof,
ξ˜
k,m+






















β + λ‖wi – w˜i‖. 
Proposition  Under the previous hypotheses and notations, we have the following esti-














, k = , . . . ,n, (.)




































































Now we evaluate the variation inH-norm between u(T ,x), the discrete solution calcu-
lated at the moment T = nt, and u∞, the asymptotic continuous solution (.).













































 + βθ (t)
)n]
. (.)
Proof Using Theorem  and Proposition , we get (.) and using (.) and Proposition 
we get (.). 
6 Conclusion
In this paper, a posteriori error estimates for the generalized overlapping domain decom-
position method with Robin boundary conditions on the interfaces for a parabolic varia-
tional equation with second order boundary value problems are studied using the semi-
implicit-time scheme combined with a ﬁnite element spatial approximation. Furthermore
a result of an asymptotic behavior using H-norm is given using Benssoussan-Lions’ al-
gorithm. In the future this research will be completed. The geometrical convergence of
both the continuous and discrete error estimate for linear elliptic PDEs corresponding to
the Schwarz algorithms will be established and the results of some numerical experiments
will be presented to support the theory.
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